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ABSTRACT In the telecom sector, a huge volume of data is being generated on a daily basis due to a vast
client base. Decision makers and business analysts emphasized that attaining new customers is costlier than
retaining the existing ones. Business analysts and customer relationship management (CRM) analyzers need
to know the reasons for churn customers, as well as, behavior patterns from the existing churn customers’
data. This paper proposes a churn prediction model that uses classification, as well as, clustering techniques
to identify the churn customers and provides the factors behind the churning of customers in the telecom
sector. Feature selection is performed by using information gain and correlation attribute ranking filter.
The proposed model first classifies churn customers data using classification algorithms, in which the
Random Forest (RF) algorithm performed well with 88.63% correctly classified instances. Creating effective
retention policies is an essential task of the CRM to prevent churners. After classification, the proposed
model segments the churning customer’s data by categorizing the churn customers in groups using cosine
similarity to provide group-based retention offers. This paper also identified churn factors that are essential
in determining the root causes of churn. By knowing the significant churn factors from customers’ data,
CRM can improve productivity, recommend relevant promotions to the group of likely churn customers
based on similar behavior patterns, and excessively improve marketing campaigns of the company. The
proposed churn prediction model is evaluated using metrics, such as accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure,
and receiving operating characteristics (ROC) area. The results reveal that our proposed churn prediction
model produced better churn classification using the RF algorithm and customer profiling using k-means
clustering. Furthermore, it also provides factors behind the churning of churn customers through the rules
generated by using the attribute-selected classifier algorithm.

INDEX TERMS Churn prediction, retention, telecom, CRM, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the present world, a huge volume of data is being generated
by telecom companies at an exceedingly fast rate. There is a
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range of telecom service providers competing in themarket to
increase their client share. Customers have multiple options
in the form of better and less expensive services. The ultimate
goal of telecom companies is to maximize their profit and
stay alive in a competitive market place [1]. A customer churn
happens when a vast percentage of clients are not satisfied
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with the services of any telecom company. It results in service
migration of customers who start switching to other service
providers.

There are many reasons for churning. Unlike postpaid
customers, prepaid customers are not bound to a service
provider and may churn at any time. Churning also impacts
the overall reputation of a company which results in its brand
loss. A loyal customer, who generates high revenue for the
company, gets rarely affected by the competitor companies.
Such customers maximize the profit of a company by refer-
ring it to their friends, family members and colleagues. Tele-
com companies consider policy shift when the number of
customers drops below a certain level which may result in
a huge loss of revenue [3].

Churn prediction is vital in the telecom sector as telecom
operators have to retain their valuable customers and enhance
their Customer Relationship Management (CRM) adminis-
tration [5], [6]. The most challenging job for CRM is to retain
existing customers [7]. Due to the saturated and competitive
market, customers have the option to switch to other service
providers. Telecom companies have developed procedures to
identify and retain their customers as it is less expensive than
attracting the new ones [5]. This is due to the cost involved
in advertisements, workforce, and concessions which can
scale up to almost five to six times than retaining existing
customers [3]. Small attention is needed for identifying the
existing churn customers, which can help in overturning the
situation. The requirement of retaining customers needs to
develop an accurate and high-performance model for iden-
tifying churn customers. The proposed model should have
the capability to identify churn customers and then find the
reasons behind churn to avoid loss of customers and provide
measures to retain them. In addition, it should employ tech-
niques to predict when such a situation is going to arise in the
future.

Due to recent advancements in the field of big data, there
exist many data mining andmachine learning solutions which
can be used to analyze such data. These techniques ana-
lyze the data and identify reasons behind customer churning.
CRM can employ these techniques to maximize their
profit [2]. Furthermore, it may be used to design retention
strategies to reduce the ratio of customers that are going to
churn. The CRM can achieve the customer retention objec-
tive of a company by identifying accurate customer needs
by using data mining techniques. Data mining involves the
process of identifying the behavior of churn customers from
the patterns extracted from the data. Data mining is known by
many different names such as business intelligence, predic-
tive modeling, knowledge discovery, and predictive analytics.
Data mining is one of the dimensions of CRM, where the
CRM analyzer should combine the three main dimensions;
data, data mining and decision makers.

Examining the behavior of churn customer helps in mea-
suring the loss incurred due to valuable churning customers
and sustaining the current revenue due to massive reforms in
telecom sector since the previous decade resulted in massive

saturation and enhanced competitors due to deregulation of
companies [4]. It is hard to predict the cause of churn and
its frequency. Numerous problems with customer develop-
ment arise primarily because of the quality element including
service quality, network coverage, load errors, billing, costs,
technologies, etc. These service quality factors allow cus-
tomers to compare service quality and benefits with another
compatible services provider [5]. A telecom sector can do
exceptionally well and deal with current customers, irrespec-
tive of the possibility that it is not about getting new cus-
tomers. In general, the prediction rate of the normal customer
in the telecom sector is estimated at 2%, which is the total
annual loss of approximately 100 billion dollars [8]. Predict-
ing churn customers is 16 times cheaper than attracting new
customers and the cost of inviting new customers is 5 to 6
times more than keeping existing customers [8]. Decreas-
ing the churn rate by 5% increases the profit from 25%
to 85% [9]. Technological improvements have helped com-
panies to understand other belligerent plans to ensure a high
level of churn customers in the business [10]. Researchers are
focused on differentiating customers to identify the ones who
are likely to churn to another service provider [11]. Due to
the deregulation of telecommunication companies, there are
many competitors in the market, and customers have more
choices to fulfill their needs. So, telecom companies need to
better understand customer needs and meet them, taking into
account the ultimate goal of escaping from competitor [12].
CRM requires the connotation to recognize and understand
its business unit and customers. CRM also controls improve-
ments in offers and discounts such as which items are offered
to which customers and which services and promotions they
need.

Existing studies reveal that the primary objective is to use
a large volume of telecom data to identify the valuable churn
customer. However, there are several limitations in existing
models, which put strong obstacles toward this problem in
the real-world environment. A large volume of data is being
generated in the telecom sector and the data contains missing
values, which lead to the poor result of the prediction mod-
els. To handle these issues, data preprocessing methods are
adapted to remove noise from data, which is effective for a
model to correctly classify the data and improve the perfor-
mance. Feature selection has been used in literature, however,
a number of information-rich features are neglected while
modeling development [13]. In a diverse domain, mostly
statistical methods are used which lead to poor results of
the predictive model. In existing studies, models have been
validated with benchmark datasets [14], [15] which cannot
present the true representation of data and are not valuable
for the decision makers. To handle this limitation, multiple
algorithms are used on the same dataset and the best classi-
fier is selected for retention. The intelligent mechanism can
help in developing prediction models for automated churn
prediction and retention. Another major problem in existing
models is the feature selection. Every customer or group
of customers have different reasons for churn. In literature,
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a churning customer is simply classified as churner without
seeing his/her churning reasons and factors. Churners have
different patterns of behavior and all of them should not be
treated in the same manner. Some customers are more likely
to churn than others. There is a need for such a prediction
model that can predict churn customers and provide retention
strategies such as different promotions for a different group of
churn customers based on their churn factors. Encouraged by
the above-mentioned limitations, we used Information Gain
and Correlation Attributes Ranking Filter feature selection
techniques and selected the top features to form both results.

In this study, we proposed a churn prediction model that
uses various machine learning algorithms. The performance
of a classifier depends on the available dataset. It is validated
by using a real-world dataset of Call Detail Records (CDR)
of a South Asian company. The proposed churn prediction
model is evaluated using information retrieval metrics. The
accuracy is calculated for churn prediction model using TP
rate, FP rate, Precision, Recall, F-measureandROC area.
The objective of the study is to investigate the existing tech-
niques in machine learning and data mining and to propose
a model for customer churn predictions, to identify churning
factors and to provide retention strategies. From the exper-
iments, we observed that our proposed model performed
better in term of classification of churners by achieving high
accuracy.

Our contribution to this study is to propose a churn predic-
tion model. The important features are selected using feature
selection techniques such as information gain and correlation
attribute ranking filter.We used a number ofmachine learning
techniques for churn and non-churn classification on two
large datasets of the telecom sector.We observed that the Ran-
dom Forest algorithm produced better accuracy as compared
to other machine learning algorithms. We performed cus-
tomer profiling based on the behavior of customers into three
groups Low, Medium and Risky using k-means clustering.
We identified the factors behind the churning of customers by
using the rules generated from Attribute Selected Classifier.

The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides related work. Section III presents the proposed cus-
tomer churn prediction model. Section IV describes experi-
mental evaluation, and results. Section V provides customer
profiling and retention guidelines. Finally, Section VI con-
cludes the discussion and provides future work.

II. RELATED WORK
Churn prediction has been performed in the literature using
various techniques including machine learning, data mining,
and hybrid techniques. These techniques support compa-
nies to identify, predict and retain churning customers, help
in decision making and CRM. The decision trees are the
most commonly recognized methods used for prediction of
problems associated with the customer churn [18]. There
is a constraint in the decision tree that it is not appropri-
ate for complex nonlinear connections between attributes
but perform better for linear data in which the attributes

depend on each other. However, the study shows that prun-
ing improves the accuracy of the decision tree [19]. There
are many advantages of decision tree algorithms: they can
be easily visualized and understood, can process categor-
ical and numerical data, and use a nonparametric method
that does not need prior assumptions [42]. The data used in
this analysis is linear and we intend to identify rules and
hidden pattern through the decision tree. A neural network
based methodology for the prediction of churn customers in
the telecom sector is provided in [14]. In literature, churn
prediction is also performed using data certainty [16] and
particle swarm optimization [30]. Another study provides a
comparison of churn prediction between ANNand decision
trees which results revealed that the accuracy of the decision
tree based approach is better than the neural network based
approach [20]. This work was further extended by a study
which aimed at finding answers to customer loyalty results
in prepaid mobile phone organizations [21]. In this work,
a two-step approach is used for prediction. In the first step,
RFM related features are divided into four clusters and in
the second step the churn data, which is extracted in the first
step, is tested on different algorithms using Decision Tree
(C5.0), Decision (CART), Neural Networks,andDecision Tree
(CHAID). It shows that the hybrid approach resulted in better
performance as compared to a single algorithm. The study
proposed by [22] is a hybrid approach for churn prediction
and results showed better performance using existing tree
induction algorithmwith genetic programming to derive clas-
sification rules based on customer behavior. Predictive mod-
els for churn customers regarding prepaid mobile phone com-
panies are described in [21], [23]. In another study, authors
use Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural net, Naïve Bayes,
K-nearest neighbors and Minimum-Redundancy Maximum-
Relevancy (MRMR) features selection technique [9].

In Statistical approaches, hybrid techniques are used
for processing large amounts of customer data including
regression-based techniques that produced good results in
predicting and estimating churn [17]. Data mining algorithms
are often used in customer history analysis and prediction.
The techniques of regression trees were discussed with other
commonly used data mining methods such as decision trees,
rules-based learning, and neural networks [17], [18]. Naive
Bayes is a guided learning module that predicts invisible data
based on the position of Bayesian, is used to predict churn
customer [20]. Churn problem for wireless-based customer
data is discussed in [24].

There is a range of hybrid techniques proposed in the
literature for churn prediction. One such technique, named
KNN-LR, is a hybrid approach using Logistic Regression
(LR) and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm is used in the
study [25]. They conducted a comparison between KNN-LR,
logistic regression, C 4.5 and Radial Basis Function (RBF)
network and found that KNN-LR is superior in performance
to all the other approaches. The novel model presented in [13]
shows a hybrid approach linking the adapted k-means
clustering algorithm with the classical rule inductive
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FIGURE 1. Proposed model for customer churn prediction.

technique (FOIL) to predict churn customer behavior. The
control of a large volume of data in today’s world provides an
opportunity to improve the quality of service to the users. This
data includes information about customers behavior, usage
pattern and network operations. The study [10] proposed
a model for both online and offline distributed framework
based on data mining techniques to predict and identify churn
customers. The model is appropriate for telecom to improve
the CRM and its quality of service in different aspects.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) techniques are used for
features selection as its preprocessing mechanism.

The telecommunications service sector has undergone a
major change over the past decade due to new services,
state-of-the-art upgrades [31]–[36] and intensified compe-
tition due to deregulation [4]. There is a need to secure
important customers, strengthen connection management of
CRM and improve the profitability [5], [11]. CRM needs
that a company knows and understands its business units and
customers. CRM controls improvements in offers and dis-
counts. CRM also controls which services (including media
and promotions etc.) are offered to which customers. In churn
prediction, the distance factor approach is used for classi-
fication based on certainty estimation [16]. The study [37]
used a likely maximum profit standard which is one of the
core performance measures to provide insight factors from
a cost-effective point of view. The prediction problem is
also addressed using EPMC and ProfLogit approaches [38].
Deep learning is applied for churn prediction through Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) [39]. Gaining operational
efficiency by acquiring new features and reusable techniques
are used to determine the best features by applying Pareto
multi-criteria optimization [40]. In this paper, in the first
phase, customers are segmented using decision rules and
in the second phase, a model is developed for every leaf
of the tree. This hybrid approach is compared with logistic
regression, decision trees, random forests, and logistic model
trees [41] for churn prediction.

III. PROPOSED MODEL FOR CUSTOMER CHURN
PREDICTION
This section presents the proposed customer churn prediction
model. Fig. 1 shows the proposed churn prediction model

and describes its steps. In the first step, data preprocessing
is performed which includes data filtering for noise removal,
removal of imbalanced data features and normalization of
the data. Important features are extracted from data using
information gain attributes ranking filter and correlation
attributes ranking filter. In the second step, different classifi-
cation algorithms are applied for categorizing the customers
into the churn and non-churn customers. The classification
algorithms include Random Tree (RT), J48, Random For-
est (RF), Decision Stump, AdaboostM1 + Decision Stump,
Bagging + Random Tree, Naïve Bayes (NB), Multilayer Per-
ceptron (MLP), Logistic Regression (LR), IBKandLWL. This
step also identifies factors which are used in the next step
for applying clustering algorithms. In the third step, customer
profiling is performed using k-means clustering techniques.
Cluster analysis is based on the patterns of customer trans-
actional behavior captured from the data. In the final step,
the model recommends retention strategies for each category
of churn customers.

A. DATA PREPROCESSING
1) NOISE REMOVAL
It is very important for making the data useful because noisy
data can lead to poor results. In telecom dataset, there are
a lot of missing values, incorrect values like ‘‘Null’’ and
imbalance attributes in the dataset. In our dataset, the number
of features is 29. We analyzed the dataset for filtering and
reduced the number of features so that it contains only useful
features. A number of features are filtered using the delimiter
function in Python. TABLE 1 shows the 29 features which
are available in the dataset.

2) FEATURES SELECTION
Feature selection is a crucial step for selecting the rele-
vant features from a dataset based on domain knowledge.
A number of techniques exist in the literature for feature
selection [26], [27] in the context of churn predictions. In this
study, we used Information Gain and Correlation Attributes
Ranking Filter techniques for feature selection using WEKA
toolkit [28]. In churn dataset, we selected only the top 17 fea-
tures out of the total 29 features, having high ranking values
in the results of both techniques. The dataset used in this study
contains 29 attributes. In such a high dimensional dataset,
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TABLE 1. Number of filtered features.

some attributes improve performance measure and are useful
for decision-making process while others are less impor-
tant attributes. The performance of classification increases
if the dataset contains highly predictive and valuable vari-
ables. Therefore, focusing on selecting significant features
and decreasing the number of irrelevant attributes increases
classification performance. Two machine learning methods
are used for attribute selection to acquire the most relevant
attributes. Information Gain (IG) entropy is used in decreas-
ing order. And Correlation Attributes Ranking Filter tech-
niques is used for selecting a subset of relevant features. From
these techniques, the ranking of the most significant subsets
of attributes is selected having low computational cost and
avoiding the dimensionality problems. The attributes ranking
is employed to identify the factors and hidden pattern in data
that are the main reasons of churning. The ranking values of
Information Gain and Correlation Attributes Ranking Filter
are shown in TABLE 2.

B. CUSTOMER CLASSIFICATION AND PREDICTION
There are two types of customers in the telecom dataset. First,
are the non-churn customers; they remain loyal to the com-
pany and are rarely affected by the competitor companies.
The second type is churn customers. The proposed model
targets churn customers and identify the reasons behind their
migration. Furthermore, it devises retention strategies to over-
come the problem of switching to other companies. In this
study, a range of machine learning techniques is used for
classifying customers’ data using the labeled datasets. It is
to assess which of the algorithm best classifies the customers
into the churn and non-churn categories. First, the decision
tree algorithm is used for classification. It is categorized as
an eager learning algorithmwhere training data is generalized
to classify new samples. It has been extensively used in the
literature for data analysis and is the modified version of the
original ID3 and C4.5 algorithms [29]. Secondly, we used

TABLE 2. Ranking values of information Gain and Correlation Attributes
Evaluator.

Random Forest, Decision Stump, J48 and Random Tree with
10-fold cross-validation. Other than analyzing individual
algorithms, hybrid algorithms are also selected for experi-
mentation. This includes AdaboostM1+DecisionStump and
Bagging + Random Tree algorithms. Additionally, the pre-
diction model was also tested using the Bayes algorithm
which too lies in eager learning class and performs bet-
ter on larger datasets consisting of millions of records.
It could be used for real-time prediction, multi-class predic-
tion, text classification, spam filtering, sentiment analysis,
and recommendation system. The classification algorithms
Random Forest (RF), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),
decision tree, C5, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Logis-
tic Regression (LR)are also used in the simulation experi-
ment. The classification process is performed using WEKA
3.8 toolkit [28].

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We performed a number of experiments on the proposed
model using machine learning techniques on two datasets.
The subsequent sections present the results obtained using
different machine learning techniques. Further, it provides the
factors behind customer churn. Random Forest is a useful
technique for classification and can handle nonlinear data
efficiently. Unlike others, it performs better if correlated fea-
tures exist in the data. RFproduced better results because it
handled very well with our data and produced a better per-
formance as compared to other techniques. RF uses multiple
decision trees to make a prediction. We need better results
of churn customer prediction for further segmentation and
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we got 88.63% correct classification through RF. However,
RF is not appropriate for rule generation for factor iden-
tification as it generates complex forest which is difficult
to visualize and rule inference. Therefore, in this study, for
factor identification, a comparable classifier such as Attribute
Selected Classifier is used for rule generation that can be
easily visualized.

These rules provide hidden patterns or factors of potential
churn customer’s usage and behavior which can later be used
in customer profiling to specify policies for retention. There
exist other methods for rule generation such as Rough Set
Theory (RST) [33]. Rough Set Decision based Tree (RDT)
performs well, however, in this study we performed customer
profiling based on their behavior through k-means clustering
algorithm for creating retention policies by decision makers.

DATASET DESCRIPTION
In this study, two datasets are used. The first dataset is
obtained from South Asia GSM telecom service provider
for studying customer churn prediction problem. It has
64,107 instances with 29 features, in which all features are
numerical. The data is extracted from the customer service
usage pattern Call Detail Record (CDR). It contains labeled
data with two classes where 30% data is labeled as ‘‘T’’
(true customers) that represents churner and 70% data is
labeled as ‘‘F’’ (false customers) that represent non-churners.

It has three types of’ attributes that include call behav-
ior or usage attributes, marketing related attributes, and
financial information attributes. Selection of attributes
depends upon results of feature selection techniques that
allows identifying the most relevant, useful and effec-
tive attributes for customer churn prediction. The second
dataset is a publicly available churn-bigml dataset
‘‘http : //bigml.com/user/francisco/gallery/dataset/5163
ad540c0b5e5b22000383′′,1. The dataset contains
3333 instances and 16 features which is in numerical form
and the targeted churn customers class is labeled as ‘‘T’’
which is 14.5% of the total data whereas 85.5% are non-churn
customers which are labeled as ‘‘F’’. Table 3 describes both
datasets.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MATRIX
In this study, the proposed churn prediction model is eval-
uated using accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure, and ROC
area. Equation 1 calculates the accuracy metric. It identifies
a number of instances that were correctly classified.

Accuracy =
(TP+ TN )

(TP+ TN + FP+ FN )
(1)

Here ‘‘TN’’ stands for True Negative, ‘‘TP’’ stands for True
Positive, ‘‘FN’’ stands for False Negative and ‘‘FP’’ stands
for False Positive. TP Rate is also known as sensitivity. It tells
us what portion of the data is correctly classified as positive.

1‘‘http://github.com/caroljmcdonald/mapr-sparkml-
churn/tree/master/data’’

TABLE 3. Dataset description.

For any classifier, the TP rate must be high. TP rate is calcu-
lated by using Equation 2.

TP Rate =
True Positives
Actual Positives

(2)

FP Rate tells us which part of the data are incorrectly classi-
fied as positive. The result of the FP rate must be low for any
classifier. It is calculated by using Equation3.

FP Rate =
False Positives
Actual Negatives

(3)

Accuracy, also known as Positive Predictive Value (PPV),
indicates which part of the prediction data is positive. It is
calculated by using Equation 4.

Precision =
True Positive

(True Positive+ False Positive)
(4)

The recall is another measure for completeness i.e. the true
hit of the algorithm. It is the probability that all the rele-
vant instances are selected by the system. The low value of
recall means many false negatives. It is calculated by using
Equation 5.

Recall =
(True Positive)

(True Positive+ False Negative)
(5)

The F-measure value is a trade-off between correctly classi-
fying all the data points and ensuring that each class contains
points of only one class. It is calculated by using Equation 6.

F − measure = 2 ∗
(
Precision ∗ Recall
Precion+ Recall

)
(6)

ROC area denotes the average performance against all possi-
ble cost ratios between FP and FN. If the ROC area value
is equal to 1.0, this is a perfect prediction. Similarly, the
values 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 represent random prediction,
bad, moderate, good and superior respectively. Values of
ROC areas other than these indicate something is wrong.
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TABLE 4. Performance measure of various classification algorithms with
10-fold cross-validation on own churn-balance dataset.

A. APPLYING MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
Different classification techniques are applied to two churn
datasets using WEKA toolkit. We obtained the perfor-
mance (in terms of correctly classified, incorrectly classi-
fied and time to build tree) from two datasets as mentioned
in Table 4 and TABLE 5 that show the accuracy of all
algorithms with 10-fold cross-validation. It is observed that
the Random Forest and J48 outperform other techniques for
both datasets and correctly classify the data with 88.63%
and 88.58% accuracy respectively. Decision Stump and Ran-
dom Tree have low accuracy rate with 70.98% and 84.34%,
respectively.

However, when it is used in ensemble algorithms with
AdaboostM1 and Bagging, it performs better with 83.95%
and 88.61% accuracy in both datasets respectively. Further-
more, Random Forest, J48, AdaboostM1 and Bagging ensem-
ble with Decision Stump and Random Tree have a minimum
incorrect classification. The correct classification of instances
of both datasets proves that these four techniques performed
better than the others. It is important to note that after the
classification of data with cross-validation, Random Forest
outperforms other algorithms in terms of correct classifica-
tion. Table 4 and Table 5 show that Random Forest takes
much time to build the prediction model, 108.48 seconds,
however, it has a maximum classification accuracy of 88.63%
among all algorithms.Multilayer Perceptron is not good with
82.04 % accuracy and 214.18 seconds run time. J48 performs
better in terms of building model time but its accuracy is
not good like Random Forest. Moreover, the Random Tree
andDecision Stump algorithms have taken minimum time for
building a prediction model, however, their classification is
not up to the mark. Random Tree result is not stable due to a

TABLE 5. Performance measure of various algorithms with 10-fold
cross-validation on the churn-bigml dataset.

random selection of attributes in making a decision tree but
its performance increases and performs equivalently to J48
when it is used in ensemble algorithms with AdaboostM1 +
Decision Stumpand Bagging + Random Tree. Naïve Bayes,
Multilayer Perceptron, and Logistic Regression have low
performance and they also take much time in the model
building. The computational cost of Naïve Bayes is low, how-
ever, it is not good for accurate measurement. Lazy learning
algorithms perform better in terms of accuracy and time as
compared to Neural Network and Bayes algorithms, whereas,
they have low performance as compared to the Decision tree
and ensemble algorithms. The overall result of the Random
Forest algorithm in terms of accuracy is better than other
algorithms for prediction problem because in both datasets
its performance is high.

Random Forest uses a divide and conquers approach.
It makes the numeral type of decision tree and every Decision
Tree is trained by picking any random attribute from the
whole predictive set of attributes. Every tree grows up to
maximum level based upon features subset. After this, a final
Decision Tree is constructed for prediction of the test dataset.
Random forest well performs on a large dataset and handle
missing variable without variable deletion. Random Forest
handles missing values inside the dataset for training the
model. Table 4 and Table 5 show the accuracy and building
prediction model time for both datasets.

To further validate our findings, the performance of algo-
rithms in TABLE 6 and Table 7 show that TP and FP rate is
higher for Random Forest classifier as compared to others.
The Area under Curve (AUC) is a selective performance
measure which is used by many researchers in the pre-
diction model for measuring the accuracy. TP and FP rate
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TABLE 6. Accuracy of various algorithms on own churn-balance dataset.

of Random Forest is high, however, its FP rate is like J48 and
AdaboostM1 ensemble techniques. Whereas, Naïve Bayes
performance is worst as compared to all another classifier.
J48and Random Forest have high precision to predict churn-
ers correctly by having the highest TP rate in both datasets
as shown in TABLE 6 and Table 7. Furthermore, ensemble
algorithms AdaboostM1 + DecisionStumpand Bagging +
Random Tree also have good prediction sensitivity. Lazy
learning methods IBK and LWLhave least TP rate as com-
pared toRandomForest and J48, however, they are better than
MLP, Logistic Regression, and Naïve Bayes,which have very
low sensitivity TP rate. Random Forest, J48and AdaboostM1
have minimum FP rate, which indicates that they are good
classifiers for prediction. It is observed that theMLP, Logistic
Regression and Naïve Bayes perform badly in terms of TP,
FP, specificity, and sensitivity. Random Forest has a maxi-
mum value of recall. It means that this algorithm found the
maximum number of true positives in the dataset and it can
correctly identify the churn customers. The precision of J48
and Random Forest is the highest which indicate that these
algorithms outperform other algorithms in the prediction of
real positive values. The precision rate of Random Forest and
J48 is 0.893 which is better as compare to other algorithms.
Random Forest and J48 algorithms have performed very well
as compared to all other algorithms by having 0.959ROC area
under the curve. Random Forest is an outstanding classifier
for prediction of instances. According to the ROC value
scale discussed earlier, J48 and ensemble algorithms also
performed better.

TABLE 7. Accuracy of various algorithms on a churn-bigml dataset.

B. FACTORS IDENTIFICATION OF CHURN CUSTOMERS
The factors of churn customers are discussed in this subsec-
tion which is classified by the Attribute Selected Classifier
algorithm. This method provides rules for churn prediction
and provides churning user behavior and patterns. These
key rules are very valuable for the decision makers for the
retention of churning customers. The Attribute Selected Clas-
sifier algorithm identifiesmany reasons of churn and provides
features which depend on each other. The churn related rules
provided by the Attribute Selected Classifier algorithm are
described below.
Factor 1:
OFFNET_CALLS, OFFNET_MINS, ONNET_CALLS,

and TOTAL_CALLS are highly dependent features of churn-
ing because when the calls rate to other networks are higher
than the On-Net calls of this customer fall in churner class,
see rule 1 in Fig.4.
Factor 2:
TOTAL_CALLS_REV is in relation to TOTAL_CALLS

when the call rate is high then it will increase revenue but
rule 2 describes that when revenue decrease from 607 then
chances of churn also increase. Rule 2 describes it in detail as
shown in Fig. 4.
Factor 3:
TOTAL_CALLS, REVENUE_SMS, TOTAL_MINS,

RECHRG_TOTAL_LOAD, and FREE_MINS are depen-
dent on each other. If customers have a greater number
of total calls, SMS revenue, total minutes and also greater
RECHRG_TOTAL_LOAD but he gets free minutes less
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FIGURE 2. Accuracy performance of classification algorithms on the churn-balance dataset.

FIGURE 3. ROC area curve.

than 17 then the customers will fall in churn class. See rule 4
as shown in Fig. 4.
Factor 4:
If the customer’s call revenue is greater but On-Netminutes

are less than his free minutes and if the customer also gets less
free minutes, then check total minutes. Also, if call revenue
is less than the customer will churn because the customer is
charged more as compared to call revenue and gets no benefit
in return. If a customer On-Net revenue is greater but gets less
free minutes, then this customer also falls in churn class. The
call revenue, free minutes, On-Net revenue, recharge total
load and total minutes are described in detail in rule 5 as
shown in Fig. 4.

V. CUSTOMER PROFILING AND RETENTION
Customer cluster is used to partition the complete customers’
data into groups based on their behavior information and
their relationship. A number of clustering algorithms can
be applied for hierarchical, fuzzy and partition clustering.
We used k-means technique that is the best for partition
clustering which can segment the data into different groups
as the given problem involves very complex, heterogeneous
and very large dataset [13]. The k-means is a well-known
iterative approach to partition the data. In this technique,
the data is segmented as belonging to one of the k-groups.
We consider real-valued data in which the arithmetic mean
value is the representative of the cluster. k-means is useful to
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find a relationship and hidden pattern in data which belong
to one class. In this study, the k-means algorithm segments
the data into three group due to the nature of the data. The
three groups represent Low, Medium and Risky customers.
Figure 5 shows the threshold value and number of customers
in each segment according to the distance to the nearest
cluster. This analysis verifies that setting the value of k in
k-means to 3 can lead to better segmentation results. k-means
can represent the relationship and pattern on the basis of
which decision maker can retain the customers and provide
specific policies to a specific class of customers. We describe
the customer profiling in subsection A and provide retention
guidelines in subsection B.

A. CUSTOMER PROFILING
A number of steps are involved in cluster analysis which
include Data Compilation and Cluster Analysis. Data com-
pilation is the activity that contains a collection of data
from different dimensions whereas cluster analysis is used
to create clusters using k-means clustering algorithm [19]
which runs in a repetitive mode. Through every repetition,
data points are assigned to a cluster based on the minimum
Euclidean distance from the k-cluster centroids. The k-means
clustering algorithm aims to split the set of n observations
(x1, x2, . . .xn), into K(≤ n) disjoint sets S = {S1,S2, . . . ,Sk}
so as to minimize the sum of squares within the cluster. Math-
ematically, this goal can be achieved by using Equation 7.

j = min
k∑

i=1

∑
xεS1
| |x− µi| |2 (7)

where µ1 is the mean of point Si.
Algorithm 1 categorizes the customers based on their

behavior. In our case, three clusters are developed according
to three different customer behaviors.

In existing studies, the researchers analyzed the behavior
of both classes churner and non-churner [12]. However, our
approach is different, as we are analyzing the behavior of
churner only and find the behavior of similar customers
because the decision makers are interested to find the behav-
ior of churner and make appropriate policy for retention
to maximize companies profit. We focused on churn class
data only to assess the behavior of similar customers and
compare their prediction. The clustering dataset contains
19213 instances of churn customers only which is correctly
classified by RF algorithm.We take the results of the RF algo-
rithm because of its better performance and less error rate.
It contains only 17 attributes during the classification process
with high ranking value to construct the model and generate
a valuable pattern of behavior for churn. Based on similar
behavior of a group of customers appropriate policy is devel-
oped for churner only. Using k-means clustering algorithm
the data is partitioned into three segments which include Low,
Medium, and Risky customers for policy making to retain
the churn customers. Fig. 5 summarizes the segmentation of

Algorithm 1 k-Means Clustering for User Behavior
Input: Churn class data
Cluster the data using Means Number of clusters = 3
Import
K_Means,
Find cosine similarity
Identify user behavior
Generate_Segmant0, Generate_Segmant1,
Generate_Segmant2,

Print (Cluster) // mapping cluster data with columns

// Find cosine similarity in percentage for each cluster
Val = find cosine similarity (item [’cluster’],

user data)
Return max similar value

// Generate rules within clusters of data for each defined
attribute & identify user behavior based on rules.
Headers = [’Clusters’, ’total_calls’, ’onnet_calls’,
‘offnet_calls’. . . . . . n]
If i == 0: // i denote each attribute in dataset

Writing headers (headers, ’Rule1.CSV’)
With open (’Rules/Rule1.csv’, ’a’) as f:
Writer= CSV.DictWriter (f, fieldnames= headers)
//each cluster is saved in separate CSV file

Try:
writer.writerow ({
’Clusters’: i,
’total_calls’: data [‘total_calls’],
‘onnet_calls’: data [’onnet_calls’],
‘offnet_calls’: data [‘offnet_calls’],.
. // for every attribute the rules are define.
})

Calculate percentage of each segment of cluster churn
customers:

Result = float (data1) / float (total)
Result = round (result ∗ 100)

Return result
// Grouping churn customers in three segments (Risky,
Medium, Low) by rules using threshold value.
If offnet_calls >= 64 & onnet_calls <= 34:

Print (‘‘Risky’’)
risky_count + = 1

If offnet_calls>= 55& offnet_calls<= 64& onnet_calls
>= 44 & onnet_calls < 83:

Print (‘‘Medium’’)
medium_count + = 1

If offnet_calls <= 16 & onnet_calls >= 83:
Print (‘‘Low’’)
low_count + = 1
.
.
Return

Print headers (Risky, Medium, and Low)
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FIGURE 4. Sub-trees from attribute selected classifier generated tree.
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FIGURE 4. (Continued.) Sub-trees from attribute selected classifier generated tree.

FIGURE 5. Segmentation of churn customers.

churner and the decision makers can easily understand the
behavior of a group of customers that are more valuable and
need a serious policy to improve the retention mechanism
which is profitable for the organization.

Fig. 5, shows that the cluster 1 and cluster 3 havemaximum
similar churn customers 22% and 67% respectively. These
two clusters are more valuable for the company to maxi-
mize the profit by retaining them as compared to cluster 2
with only 11% churners. Based on segmentation, we can
easily find a similar pattern and factors of similar churn

customers. From this pattern and behavior, we make rules
for the recommendation of only similar customers in the
future. Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the behavior
of churner having different attributes. Each segment in the
cluster represents the different pattern and behavior of churn
customers. Three clusters represent a unique collection of
behavior and these characteristics can extend the scope of
decision making for churner. In order to differentiate the
outcome of three clusters, meaningful justification can be
analyzed from attributes. We identify rules and factors from
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FIGURE 6. TOTAL_CALLS behavior in each cluster.

FIGURE 7. TOTAL_MINS behavior in each cluster.

FIGURE 8. TOTAL_REVENUE behavior in each cluster.

the attributes in each cluster which can further allocate each
customer in appropriate class in which it falls by using a
recommender system. By targeting the appropriate class for
retention, win back campaigns can be planned for each class
based on its categorization and offer a loyalty program, a
special offer, or a package as a reward to ensure customer
retention. Using categorization, decision-makers can easily
generate various approaches and personalized actions.

For finalizing the retention strategies, there is a need
for better targeting churn customers and controlling them
through the marketing process. Top-down approach has a
deficiency in terms of targeting similar customers, Bottom-
up and customized approach are not good in terms of the

FIGURE 9. Behavior of different attributes in each cluster.

TABLE 8. Threshold values of churn customers.

marketing process. We choose the similarity-based approach
to create personalized retention activities. This approach is
the most well-known example of a recommender system.
It can help in recommending appropriate policies or some
personalized set of offers to each churn customers on the
basis of its preferences and past behavior that is analyzed
from clusters and from decision tree in rules as shown in
Fig. 4. Recommender system, using a similarity measure
for targeting similar customers, depends upon the following
approaches.
• Content-based: It is based on past behavior and recom-
mends similar preference and items to the same cus-
tomer.

• Collaborative: It is based on past behavior and pref-
erence only for those customers who have a similar
preference and similar behavior.

• Hybrid: It is the combination of both content and collab-
orative approaches.

This model is based on the collaborative approach for
customers who have similar past behavior and similar prefer-
ences. Each customer is categorized in the Low, Medium and
High categories to carry out modified retention strategies in
the future. This model using cosine similarity measure of dif-
ferent attributes like ONNNET_CALLS, OFFNET_CALLS,
ONNET_REV, FREE_CALLS, etc, in each cluster. The
cosine similarity measure determines the churning customer.
The obtained value indicates similar customers based on
categorization. The neighborhood of each similar customer is
identified, and a personalized retention offer can be proposed.
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The categorization of groups can be defined as a set of
customers by using threshold value for each group and make
rules for it. TABLE 6 shows the threshold value extracted
from clustering for each attribute and some of the rules are
represented which categorized the customers into groups.

Rule 1:
IF OFFNET_CALLS >= 66 and ONNET_CALLS <

= 34 THEN
Risky

ESLE IF OFFNET_CALLS >= 55 and <
OFFNET_CALLS = 66 and ONNET_CALLS >
= 45 and ONNET_CALLS < 85 THEN
Medium

ELSE IF OFFNET_CALLS <= 15 and
ONNET_CALLS >= 85 THEN

Low

Rule 2:
IF OFFNET_MINS >= 56 and

ONNET_MINS <= 42 THEN
Risky

ELSEIFOFFNET_MINS <= 56 and
OFFNET_MINS >= 31 and
ONNET_MINS >= 42 and
ONNET_MINS <= 69 THEN

Medium
ELSE IF OFFNET_MINS <= 3 and
ONNET_MINS >= 97 THEN
Low
Rule 3:
IF CHRGD_MINS >= 84 and

FREE_MINS <= 15 THEN
Risky

ELSE IF CHRGD_MINS < 84 and
CHRGD_MINS ≥ 53 and FREE_MINS
≥ 47 and FREE_MINS <
= 15 THEN

Medium
ELSE IF <= 12 and

FREE_MINS >= 88
THEN

Low

Consequently, the customers are categorized into groups
by using rules and a threshold value which is extracted from
clusters as shown in TABLE 6. The core concept of this
recommended system is to identify similar churn customers
in the context of similar behavior and pattern. The churners
are grouped into three categories so that personalized reten-
tion offers are recommended to a specific group with similar
behavior. At the end of the grouping, the churn customers are
offered retention packages according to the specified groups
by decision makers.

B. CUSTOMER RETENTION
The impact of retention is positive on a company profile that
ultimately enhances the retention and marketing performance
of the companies. Through this strategy, the company can

understand the behavior of customers and retain the cus-
tomers by offering suitable packages to a specific group of
customers.

This research work indicates the important factors of cus-
tomers, their behavior and addresses some important issues
which are valuable for companies. These issues are described
below.

• The research identified and used marketing factors
through data mining from all dimensions of cus-
tomers such as; ONNET_CALLS, OFFNET_CALLS,
CHRGD_CALLS, FREE_CALLS, ONNET_MINS,
OFFNET_MINS, CHRGD_MINS, FREE_MINS,
ONNET_REV and OFFNET_REV, and RECHRG_
TOTAL_LOAD.

• This research extracted the behavior of customers and
categorized them into groups by applying the data min-
ing techniques and focusing on the CRM, to retain cus-
tomers.

• The analysis shows the relationship between the cus-
tomers and improves the productivity of the company
to achieve effective marketing campaigns.

• The segmentation model helped to identify the behavior
of customers in the form of segments to retain them in
categories - Risky, Medium and Low on a long-term
basis.

• From results and customer behaviors, we can also
achieve ‘‘one-to-one marketing’’ which emphasizes
marketing with individual customers.

• To fulfill the needs of customers, their unique behavior
and preferences are identified to offer them a variety of
packages and services.

• CRM needs to build a specific relationship with cus-
tomers in light of their identified needs and behavior to
build a strong relationship with them.

• CRM system should be integrated between customers
and operational front-line system to effectively manage
customer’s needs.

For retaining customers, introducing an integrated system
could be effective across the channel for offering different ser-
vices such as productivity and efficiency services, customized
services, and price control services. In this context, CRM
is concerned with personalizing the relationship with the
customers and organization response to the customer’s sat-
isfaction such as developing a collaborative communication
system, extending front offices to incorporate all employees,
partners, and suppliers to interact with customers through
email, telephone, web pages, contacts, text, etc. Through seg-
mentation, the customer’s behavior is monitored and tracked
to identify the patterns and usage. A direct marketing method
is a retaining process through which customers are retained
and a variety of services are offered through many channels.
Direct methods are more effective which can decrease the
cost and increase productivity by offering different services
and personalized offers directly. In the direct interaction with
customer’s, the organization gets a better response and can
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immediately take a decision. From the customer’s response,
the organization can also develop a model that can estimate
likelihood of churn, identify similar groups of customers
based on their responses and is more beneficial for decision
makers.

VI. CONCLUSION
In the present competitive market of telecom domain, churn
prediction is a significant issue of the CRM to retain valu-
able customers by identifying a similar groups of customers
and providing competitive offers/services to the respective
groups. Therefore, in this domain, the researchers have been
looking at the key factors of churn to retain customers and
solve the problems of CRMand decisionmaker of a company.
In this study, a customer churn model is provided for data
analytics and validated through standard evaluation metrics.
The obtained results show that our proposed churnmodel per-
formed better by usingmachine learning techniques. Random
Forest and J48 produced better F-measure result that is 88%.
We identified the main churn factors from the dataset and
performed cluster profiling according to their risk of churn-
ing. Finally, we provided guidelines on customer retention for
decision-makers of the telecom companies.

In future, we will further investigate eager leaning and lazy
learning approaches for better churn prediction. The study
can be further extended to explore the changing behavior pat-
terns of churn customers by applying Artificial Intelligence
techniques for predictions and trend analysis.
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